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I will make my remarks in 5 general points and 5 specific ones: 

1- Foreign Intervention (FI), in its multiple forms, be it direct hard 
or indirect soft, covert or overt, military or economic sanctions, 
is a reality in MENA countries, as it has been all over the world 
and throughout history. This should not be a debate about the 
history or morality of FI but about its reality and the scope of 
constructive meaningful interventions as means for 
humanitarian and development aid and preventing genocide. 

2- Historically FI is linked to colonial powers but today it is not 
limited to western powers. FI is when one sovereign state has a 
proactive policy of interfering with the affairs of another 
sovereign state. There more grounds concerns when countries 
share borders or communities separated by borders. Hence FI 
is also about Syria has done so in Lebanon, Iran in Iraq, Egypt in 
Libya, Saudi in Yemen, the US in Iraq , Syria, and Afghanistan, 
Turkey in Syria, and so on. 

3- In a highly interdependent globe and integrated regions, 
foreign influence and/or intervention becomes a highly relative, 
debatable, subjective notion. What is or is not an acceptable 
intervention, influence, or assistance is in the eyes of the 
beholder, and its value  is much dependent on conditions and 
contexts. The debate has to be narrowed down to specific 
contexts. 

4- European expansion and control of MENA countries dates to 
world war I and was driven by classic colonial doctrines on 



trade and hegemony. Today, not all FI is hegemony-driven as 
most interventions have been regulated by the UN and its post-
world war II order. Though weak and ineffective, the UN has 
been the ultimate point of reference of legitimating FI. Only on 
rare occasions UNSC mechanisms have been used to sanction 
or condone military intervention under chapter7. 

5- Calls for intervention are driven by legitimate global or regional 
concerns over terrorism, illicit networks, vital energy resources, 
spheres of national interests, maintaining regional peace and 
security, gross war crimes and violations, humanitarian crisis, 
plight of minorities, refugees, and so on. However, not all 
interventions are legitimate or run by the UN. Many other 
crude point of reference often used to justify intervention are 
historical claims and unilateral declaration of defending vital 
national interest.   

As for MENA specific points 

6- The trajectory of western and regional interventions in MENA 
countries has been on the increase in the past two decades. 
The questions ahead are: What are the root causes of these 
increased interventions? How best to deal with contradicting 
attitudes within countries towards foreign interventions? How 
best to guard and balance necessary assistance with negative 
destructive involvement in domestic and regional quagmires be 
it religious or ethnic? 

7- The root causes of MENA crisis are found in bad governance, 
outdated political cultures, and tolerance of gross human rights 
violations. Ideally, these should be dealt with internally within 
sovereign nations. So, what should be done when governments 
fail to address them and the consequences of such failures 
impact other nations? Experience showed how wrong and  
problematic it can be done when a country assumes the job of 
nation-building of another country. 



8- I argue that there exist sufficient consensus and shared interest 
amongst legitimate  stakeholders in strengthening state 
institutions, social cohesion, and global integration. This include 
helping MENA countries in state-building and good governance. 
National pride should be respected but can no longer be an 
excuse to prolong or defend dysfunctional governments, 
and/or failed political systems. It is the collective interests of all 
to help MENA countries strengthen the integrity and the rule of 
law, representation of people’s sovereign powers, fundamental 
human rights and dignity, and accountability on public funds. 
Surely tyrants and corrupt leaders will oppose reforms and 
invoke the sovereignty card to protect themselves. 

9- Soft intervention in funding development programs and 
financial assistance will not be able to address existential 
challenges and communal breakdowns as the case in Libya, 
Yemen, Iraq, and Syria. Assistance should continue to focus on 
building state-institutions that will provide the best framework 
for a better future. 

10- More challenging is how deal with the politics of 
assistance at both ends of the equation; i.e the politics of donor 
countries and the politics of recipient countries. The region is 
caught in persistent vicious circles resisting foreign intervention 
and assistance. MENA countries welcome assistance on their 
terms in specific narrow areas. Donor countries are driven by 
their own agendas and political calculus. Local actors play 
politics with foreign aid, and foreign donors often use aid as 
means for intervention and as an integral part of its politicise 
towards politized ends. Nations default in opposing foreign 
influence and minorities default in embracing foreign aid. 
Nations default in opposing foreign influence and minorities 
default in embracing foreign aid. Regimes selectively welcome 
interventions that help them survive, reject what threatens 
their power, and eventually compromise and adapt to foreign 



pressure as a necessity in self-preservation. Those in opposition 
or in marginalized communities welcome interventions that will 
disrupt the vicious autocratic circle and embrace FI as an 
opportunity for a breakthrough. Inevitably, foreign assistance 
becomes controversial and ineffective in addressing good 
governance and human rights. More work is needed to advance 
such debate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 


